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SECTION _ A

(Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum ofonesentences. Answer all questions.

1. Define data structure.

2. Which data structure is besl suited to manage recursion ?

3. Define tree.

4. Which traversal algorithm over binary search tree will resull sorted list ?

5. What is a file index ?

6. Define asymptotic notation.

7. What is the Best-case complexity of linear search ?

B. Define header node.

9. Define hash function.

10. Define alqorithm.

P.T.O.
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SECTION - B
(Shbrt Answer)

Nol to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries
lwo marks.

1'1. Ditferentiate linear and non linear dala structu re.

12. Write a note on stack.

13. What are the applications of queue ?

14. Describe memory representation of lree.

15. What is inorder traversal ?

1 6. Write a note on applications of tree.

17. Descrille file organization.

'18. What is Big O notation ?

19. What is worst case complexity ?

20. Write a note on heap.

2'1. What is garbage ?

22. What is header linked list ? (8x2=16 Marks)

SECTION _ C
(Short Essay)

Notto exceed 120 words, answer any six qUestions. Each question carrieslour marks.

23. Write a detailed note on sparse matrix.

24. Explajn about circular linked list.

25. Describe binary tree in detail.

26. Explain threaded binary tree in detail.
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27. Describe binary search algorithm.

28. Write a note on complexity ol algorithms.

29. Explain merqe sod.

30. Write a note on compaction.

31. Explain hash table. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION'D
(Long Essay)

Answerany two questions. Each queslion carries 15 marks.

32. Why array is called data structure ?

33. Explain about binary search tree.

34. Discuss various graph traversal techniques.

35. ExpJain quick sod algorithm with the support ol example. (15x2=30 Marks)
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SECTION _A

. (Very Short Answer Type)

Oneword to maximum ofonesentence. Answer all questions.

1 . Define DBMS.

2. Define referential integrity.

3. What is Data Redundancy ?

4. What is the symbol to notate projection operation ?

5. Define 1 NF.

6. What is an atom in relational algebra ?

7. What is a weak enlity ?

8. Define conceptual view.

9. Expand DML.

10. Write the syntax ol update query. (10x1=l0Marks)

P.T.O,
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SECTION _ B

(Short Answer)
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Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries
two marks.

11. What is a candldate key ?

'12. Write a note on advantages of database.

13. What is a schema ?

14. What is a free variable in tuple relational calculus ?

15. Explain about functional dependency.

16. Differentiate DDL and DML.

17. What rs equr Join ?

,18. 
What are inlerence axioms ?

19. Define tuple relational calculus.

20. How can we notate de(ived attributes in ER diagram ?

21. What is a view ?

22, What does lossless decomposition means ? (8x2=16 Marks)

SECTION - C
(Short Essay)

Not to exceed 120 words, answerany six questions. Each question carries
lour marks.

23. Compare file oriented system and data base system.

24. Write a note on role of DBA.

25. Write a note on set operations in relational algebra.

't
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26. Explain about any two DML command.

2/. Write a note on join operation.

28. Explain candidate key and primary key.

29. Write a note on mapping cardinalities.

30. Write a note on types of attributes.

31. Write about structure o{ DBMS. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Write a detailed note on ER diagram with the support of example.

33. Write a detailed note on relational calculus.

34. Explain normalization in detail.

35. Explain Relational Data Modeland DBMS in detail. (15x2=30 Marks)
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SECTION . A

One word to maximum ol one sentence. Answer allquestions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. What is a simple batch system ?

2. What is time-sharing ?

3. How is an interrupt executed ?

4. What is DMA ?

5. What is a sector ?

6. What are the three major activities of an operating system in regard to secondary

storage management ?

7- What is the purpose of the command interpreter ?

8. What is the purpose of system programs ?

9. What is a time profile ?

'10. What is a PCB ?

P.T.O.
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SECTION _ B

Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Two marks each.
(8x2=16 Marks)

1 1. Name the common services provided by an Operating System.

12. What are File Attributes ?

13. What is real time system ?

14. List two advantages of multiprogramming.

15. When do you say a process is ln safe state ?

16. Define deadlock.

17. Write note on page fault.

18. What is time sharing operating system ?

19. What do you mean by system calls ?

20. Define Semaphores.

21. Explain briefly the CPU scheduling criteria.

22. Explain the relevance ol Virtual memory.

SECTION _ C

Not lo exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Four marks each.(6x4=14 t96116;

23. Explain about process state transltion diagram.

24. Explain about swapping.

25. Ditlerentiate between sequential and direct lile access methods.

26. Diflerentiate betlveen long term and shorl lerm scheduler.
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27. What do you mean by internalllagmentaiion ?

28. What are the necessary conditions for deadlock ?

29. Write a note on PCB.

30. What is resource allocation graph and explain with an example ?

31. Explain any two process scheduling algorithms.

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. 15 marks each. (2x15=30 Marks)

' 32. Explain the various scheduling algorithms.

33. Explain about pagjng.

34. Explain deadlock avoidance with Bankels algorithm.

35. Describe various disK scheduling algorithms in detail.


